In this paper we analyse the capabilities and limitations of single layer index matching coatings for the glass/TCO or TCO/absorber interfaces in thin film solar cells. Optical models are used to evaluate the potential gain in cell efficiencies with hypothetical ideal matching materials to minimise losses due to reflections at internal interfaces. We suggest the range of desired optical properties of such materials, where a net gain in cell efficiency can be achieved, and discuss the commercial benefits of such intermediate matching layer. For some selected ternary and quaternary novel oxides available, the potential efficiency gain due to the inclusion of an anti-reflective matching layer in a solar cell structure is calculated and compared with the case of ideal matching materials.
Introduction
The potential of photovoltaic energy for addressing the world's growing energy demand is well known. However solar energy remains an expensive technology and efficiencies of commercial modules have not risen significantly in recent years. One problem is the transfer of highly efficient laboratory cell designs into a commercial production. Hence cost reduction by upscaling the production and more efficient material use has been the driving force in the solar industry in recent years. The fastest growing market segment is low cost, low efficiency thin films cells. These cells offer greater output power for the same costs, usually quantified in $/W p [1, 2] .
Single absorber thin film cells have rather simple layer structures, usually a front glass substrate, a TCO front contact, the active p-n or p-i-n junction and a metallic back contact. The choice of the active layer in such thin film cells is driven by the production of good quality p-n junctions of a material with a band gap optimised for the potential efficiency (ShockleyQueisser limit [3] ). Today, cells based on a-Si, µc-Si, CdTe, or CuIn(Se/S) active layers are used. Indium tin oxide (ITO), aluminated zinc oxide (AZO), ZnO:B (BZO) or flourinated tin oxide (SnO 2 :F, FTO) are used as transparent front contact material. However only the latter three are suitable for large scale production, as ITO is too expensive [4] .
Simple cell designs lead to reflective losses at the air-glass, glass-TCO, and TCO-absorber interface which add to reflective total losses of 15-20% of incident light at normal incidence. At oblique angles this amount further increases to 20-25% at 30°o r 30-40% at 60°angle of incidence. For the air/glass interface, concepts for reducing these losses do exist and include either a patterning or dielectric coatings of the front glass, mostly composed of SiO 2 nanoclusters. For low cost thin film solar cells however only the latter has any commercial significance. SiO 2 nanoclusters are already commercially available and have close to ideal dielectric properties for broad band anti-reflective layers [5] . For this reason we will limit our discussion to the glass/TCO and TCO/absorber interface. For these interfaces, until recently [6] , no direct anti-reflective interface layers are used by present day commercial thin film technologies. We will show though, that one technology relevant to our discussion, that has gained a more widespread use -the roughening the TCO surface -can be equivalent to an anti-reflective layer in the low haze regime. Even a small roughness does lead to a reduction in the TCO/absorber reflective losses in addition to the more often discussed changes in the light path for a large roughness, enhancing the absorption in the active layer [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In this paper we analyse the effect of single layer dielectric coatings on the reduction of unwanted interface reflections in thin film solar cells. We also analyse if the case for development of novel TCOs with a matched refractive index has economic merits. For this we consider the cost implications of additional layers and compare these with benefits of the increased cell output. Only single layer coatings are considered and only normal incidence efficiency improvements are calculated. Although we will only present normal incidence simulations, the matching layers will, in contrast to texturing, also be effective at lower angles of incidence and the improvements in cell efficiency for oblique illumination will be higher.
Mathematical modelling

Multilayer calculations
We calculated the reflectance of a multilayer stack, using the transfer matrix formalism [11, 12] . The stack for the solar cell used in our calculation is shown in Fig. 1 . As the effects discussed can be applied to a variety of absorber and TCO materials, we chose to model a relatively simple stack consisting of Figure 1 : Schematics of layer stacks used in simulation. a) the reference structure of a thin film solar cell consisting of the float glass substrate, TCO layer (650 nm, SnO 2 :F) and absorber (300 nm a-Si:H). b) stack including an interface layer between the TCO and the absorber, consisting of either an additional dielectric layer (marked TA) or a roughened interface leading to a mixed interface layer. c) the stack including a glass/TCO anti-reflective layer (marked GT).
float glass, 650 nm SnO 2 :F as TCO and 300 nm amorphous silicon as absorber. All media have been considered homogeneous with abrupt interfaces. In some cases a rough TCO/absorber interface has been modelled, treating the rough area as an effective medium mixture (Bruggeman, fill factor 0.5, [13] ). Such an effective medium approximation (EMA) can describe the change in reflectance, caused by the presence of an interface area with a different refractive index, due to the mixture of two different materials. This method is frequently used to describe the effective dielectric properties of antireflective coatings on the front glass or for multiple component AR coatings on crystalline silicon cells [14, 15] . Our simulation does not include increased scattering caused by such a rough TCO/absorber interface. A more accurate treatment of rough interfaces should also involve the analysis of haze values (ratio of total integrated transmitted light to specular transmitted light). This analysis is outside the scope of this paper.
Within this work, we will not only describe the potential gain that could result from using hypothetical ideal materials, but also potential gains due to ternary and quaternary oxide materials currently available. The hypothetical materials will be referred to as ideal TA-TCO and ideal GT-TCO for the TCO/absorber and Glass/TCO interface respectively. The TCO materials currently available will be referred to by the actual chemical composition (e.g. SnO:(F, S)).
Potential efficiency gain
Typical TCO layer thickness (d TCO ) in current thin film solar cells are in the order of 500-2000 nm, depending on the choice of TCO. The thickness of additional matching layers at the TCO/absorber interface (d TA ) and glass/TCO interface (d GT ) will be small in comparison to that. The glass/TCO interface layer is not a part of the electrically active layer of the cell and an efficiency increase is correlated to an increase in transmission.
For the TCO/absorber interface layer, a potential interface resistance or higher serial resistance of the additional layer can affect the electrical losses of the cell. A direct calculation of efficiency gains is hence more problematic. However materials to be used on both faces of the TCO layer are likely derived from ternary or quaternary modifications of existing TCO materials. In our assumption ideal materials have the same electrical properties of the original TCO and thus the total TCO thickness (d TCO +d TA ) and its resistivity are assumed to remain constant in the modified stack. For real materials tested here, the changes in resistivity for the matching material have been considered by reducing the TCO thickness only so much as to obtain the same sheet resistance of the combined TCO layer (d TCO + d TA ). In this case the total thickness of the combined TCO layer will increase with the addition of the anti reflective layer.
In order to evaluate the gain in efficiency it is not sufficient to simply use the total increase in transmission, as light with different wavelength contributes differently to the electrical output of the cell. Instead we use a weighted integral, where an increase in the transmission in regions with the highest quantum efficiency of the absorber and maxima in the spectral irradiance of the incoming light are properly accounted for. We also assume that other parameters, such as V oc and serial resistance, which influence the solar cell efficiency η orig remain unchanged. Essentially this concept is equivalent with the commonly used assumption, that an antireflective coating primarily increases the short current density J sc [14, 16, 17] . Although the open circuit voltage for an ideal diode does increase with an increase in J sc (V oc ∼ ln(J sc /J 0 − 1)), the effect is typically small for an AR coatings in thin film solar cells, as the maximum gain in J sc is limited to the original reflective losses of 15-25%. The consequent gain in V oc is hence even smaller and will be neglected in our discussion. This is substantiated by the experimental evidence for numerous AR coatings studied on crystalline silicon solar cells as well as AR coatings for the air/glass interface, where increases in J sc of up to 25% have been observed while at the same time V oc only increases by 2%. [14, 18] Under these assumptions the increased efficiency of the optimised cell η opt can then be directly calculated from the increase in transmission.
Where:
is the area normalised internal quantum efficiency of the absorber and
is the area normalised spectral irradiance of the sun under AM 1.5 conditions [19] . One significant difference from the description in terms of a J sc increase is the introduction of the utilisation factor U(ω):
and the use of the spectral irradiance F instead of photon flux Φ. From a discussion on J sc only it would not matter if an electron was generated by a UV photon (ω ≫ E g ) or by a photon with an energy close to the band gap (ω ∼ E g ) -increasing any of the two would increase J sc . From a conversion efficiency point of view it is more beneficial to increase the number of electrons generated by photons with lower energies, as these will show lower thermalisation losses. We estimate the thermal losses for each photon by assuming that only an energy equivalent of the open source voltage eV oc can be used for each electron generated by an incident photon with energy E > E g . In this way we account for the overall spectral dependence of the electrical gain under illumination. This thermalisation loss is normally treated only in full device simulations. By using the above analytic expression we can include this effect already in simple optical models of a solar cell. The quantity IQE F U represents a weighting function and it will be shown as reference in calculated transmission curves in sections 3 and 4. Values for the internal quantum efficiency and band gap E g of an a-Si:H absorber have been taken from [20] , a typical open source voltage for a-Si:H cells of V oc =0.9 V was used in our calculations in line with values found in real devices. This weighting function is essentially a simplified energetic balance for a given absorber material, as it includes incoming power (F), absorbable power (IQE) and the fraction of the absorbed power which can be used per photon by the device (U). Under these assumptions the potential gain in efficiency will be ∆η =
for a given solar cell geometry with T orig being the transmission into the absorber layer of the original cell (see Fig. 1a ), T opt the same for the modified cell layout (Fig. 1b,c) . Using the light transmitted into the absorber as a reference is the most accurate way to asses the potential gain. However for an estimation of the effect of rough interfaces we can only apply a simulation based on reductions in the total stack reflectance R orig as will be discussed later. Efficiency improvements based on this will be referred to as ∆η R .
In order to optimise the thickness of the anti-reflective interface layer, a least square fit of the transmission of the stacks T opt (ω) to the ideal T = 1 was used. By weighting each point with the function IQE F U, the thickness and other properties of any anti-reflective coating positioned between each layers are optimised to obtain the highest gain in efficiency as derived by equation (1) . The advantage of this approach is that AR layers can be designed and assessed without the need for computational expensive device simulations.
Materials and Experimental setup
In order to demonstrate the effect of the proposed anti reflective layer at the glass/TCO absorber interface, test samples of glass/SnO 2 :F, glass/ZnO:Al and derived ternary oxides have been grown in house by means of spray pyrolysis. This technique allows for rapid testing of potential ternary and quaternary TCO modifications, as a wide range of materials can be synthesised, only with a change in solution [21] . At the same time it can be upscaled for industrial type deposition [22] . The spray pyrolysis setup was developed in house and details are given elsewhere [23] . The molarity of the solution varies depending on the type of materials. For ZnO based materials a 0.1M solution of the Zn precursor in methanol has been used. The optimum growth temperature for plain ZnO was found to be 350°C, however to improve incorporation of the co-dopants, other temperatures where required for ternary materials (e.g. 480°C for ZnAlO with high aluminium content (Al/Zn > 0.3)).
We will label such ternary samples with the nominal atomic concentration of the additional element with respect to Zn in the solution. The actual incorporation of the replaced anion or cation in the material could be different.
SnO 2 based materials have been grown in a 0.1M solution of DBTDA in methanol at an optimum temperature of 450°C. Again the optimum growth temperature can vary for the ternary compounds and the composition is given in nominal atomic concentration in the precursor solution with respect to Sn.
The dielectric function of the TCO and modified materials has been determined by ellipsometric measurements, using a Sopra GESP 5 variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer at three different angles of incidence close to the pseudo Brewster angle (55, 60, 65°). The ellipsometric data (see example in Fig. 2a) have been fitted to a model dielectric function used for bulk critical points [26] . The modelled dielectric function uses a single 3D bulk critical point (SnO 2 derived material) and in case of the ZnO derived materials an additional 1D bulk critical point to account for the strong excitonic peak present in these samples. Figure 2 shows two typical measurements and best fit model dielectric function for a SnO 2 and ZnO sample. By using this analysis we can parametrise the optical response of the TCO with a set of 4 values, namely the constant dielectric background ǫ ∞ , the oscillator strength A, the broadening Γ and the band gap E g . Such a parametrisation makes a systematic analysis of modified TCO materials easier than using the raw data. For a detailed description of the physical meaning of these parameters we refer to [26] 
Optimised TCO/absorber interface layer
Antireflective coatings in photovoltaic solar cells are currently only employed at the air/glass interface using SiO 2 or TiO 2 nanospheres. The packing density of these spheres determines the effective dielectric function of such a layer and hence can be tuned by sphere size and preparation conditions. With air as filling material between the nanospheres and a suitable sphere density, the dielectric constant of such a layer can fulfil the ideal antireflective material requirement of n AR = √ n glass shows the extracted model dielectric function for two samples derived from a simultaneous fit of measurements at 55, 60 and 65°, using a mathematical model for bulk critical points [26] . SnO 2 based samples are best fit using a 3D bulk critical point, while ZnO based samples are best fit with a combination of a 3D and 1D bulk critical point to account for the strong excitonic absorption at the band gap. [11, 27] . By employing more than a single AR layer at the top interface, the total gain can be further enhanced [27] , though the net gain due to each additional AR layer decreases with the number of AR layers present and hence it is not economically viable for low cost cells. The light loss at each internal interface is comparable to that at the front surface, but to our knowledge modern thin film cells do not widely employ purposely made AR layers to minimise these losses. Ideally, a matching layer at the TCO/absorber interface should have have a refractive index n T A = √ n A n T . The refractive index of the TCO (n T ) is typically featureless in the spectral region of interest for PV (see Fig. 3a) . The absorber layer in contrast, does show a strong dispersion. Hence it is unlikely that real materials can be perfectly matched to the line-shape of the dielectric function of the absorber. Thus minimizing the reflectance over the whole spectral range is not possible. However, by employing the weighting function during fitting, we minimize the reflectance predominately in the energy region where the absorber is most efficient. In this way the thickness and dielectric parameters are chosen in a way that the maximum of the broad Fabry-Perot oscillation due to the thin additional layer coincides with the maximum in the quantum efficiency of the cell. A significant increase in transmission can [28] and [29] ), absorber (a-Si:H: amorphous silicon, taken from [30] ), and a rough interface layer (a-Si:H/SnO 2 :F EMA: Bruggeman EMA 50% a-Si:H in FTO). b) shows the calculated transmission into the absorber for various interface matching materials in comparison to the reference stack without them. For each material the optimum thickness and average transmission in the range of 1.5 to 3.5 eV is given. The weighting function IQE F U as described in section 2.2 is shown both in a) and b) to illustrate the important spectral range. c) shows the total stack reflectance for the reference stack, a stack including the simulated ideal TA-TCO, and one with a rough interface layer (Bruggeman EMA 50% a-Si:Hin FTO) be achieved even with a dielectric material having a featureless spectral shape, similar to that of the TCO layer. Figure 3 shows the effect of an optimised TCO/absorber interlayer on the transmission into the absorber for a hypothetical ideal TA-TCO and some real materials. Using (1) the potential efficiency gain of such a layer can be calculated. For the ideal TA-TCO an increase ∆η of 14.5% can be achieved, while the overall change in transmission is even higher, at 15%. The question remains, how such a material can be fabricated. In the case of the glass front of solar modules, an almost ideal dielectric AR coating can be composed of SiO 2 nanospheres as discussed above. This approach can not directly be applied to an intermediate layer located at the TCO/absorber interface. Even though nanospheres of the TCO material can be synthesised, it is questionable whether embedding them in the absorber material as required for an AR material is possible and compatible with current growth techniques and cell layouts.
However we suggest that an alternative approach can be taken based on novel ternary and quaternary oxides. By addition of heavier elements into the TCO layer, the dielectric function of a given TCO can be modified. The dielectric function of such a material is most likely inferior to that of the ideal TA-TCO shown in Fig. 3a . However if one incorporates our current best candidate, heavily sulphur doped FTO (SnO 2 :(F, S)), into the reference structure as shown in Fig. 1b ,c, using a thickness of 37 nm, cell efficiencies are expected to increase by as much as ∆η=4.5%. We hereby assume that any disimprovement in electrical properties of the cell is negligible. In fact, based on the resistivity values for the modified TCO of 0.15 Ωcm, a change in sheet resistance of the overall TCO stack due to the thin high resistive AR layer would only be 0.3%. Other parameters affecting the cell performance, such as band offsets and changed serial resistance can not be estimated at present.
An alternative approach to modifying the TCO material to match it to the properties of the absorber material is to modify the absorber material itself. Recently it was reported that including a thin SiO x layer grown at highly oxygen-deficient conditions can improve cell performance due to the effect described here [6] . The SiO x synthesised in these conditions is a meta-material consisting of n-type SiO x and Si nanoclusters. The material was embedded at the ZnO:Al/a-Si:H interface in thin film a-Si:H/µc-Si tandem cells. Such a material is compatible with the production process, as it can be grown in a similar PECVD system as used for the absorber. However this meta-material can not be used with other thin film cells and furthermore due to the additional absorption of the nanocrystalline silicon within the matrix it is not a good AR material. For comparison we included the results of a simulation based on such a layer in Fig. 3b and Table 1 (nc-Si/SiO). A Bruggeman effective medium mixture of silicon monoxide (SiO) and nanocrystalline-silicon (nc-Si) was used to describe the dielectric properties of this particular matching material. The thickness and EMA fill factor have been fitted for a maximised transmission into the absorber layer in the same way as described above for our hypothetical modified TCO. Based on the database dielectric function for nc-Si (4nm) and SiO taken from [28] and [29] , a gain of ∆η=7.8% can be achieved if the matching material has a thickness of 45 nm and consists of 85% nc-Si and 15% SiO. The absolute value does strongly depend on the dielectric functions used in the calculation. Larger quantities of SiO 2 in the meta-material would lower its refractive index too much, while larger quantities of SiO or larger silicon crystals would increase its absorption. Measurements of the refractive index of Si rich SiO x grown by PECVD have shown this behaviour clearly [31] . The highest Si content investigated was 20%, which only resulted in a refractive index of ∼ 2.1, too low for an effective TCO/a-Si:H antireflective coating material. This shows that such an SiO x meta-material is not an ideal choice due to limitations in the achievable optical properties and explains the relatively small measured increase of ∆η=2.3% as reported in [6] .
A rough TCO/absorber interface frequently employed in thin film solar cells does have an effect similar to the one described here [32, 33] . Any rough interface with feature sizes smaller than the wavelength of the incident light acts as an effective medium interlayer, or graded interface. In this case the reflectance of the interface is reduced. Part of the light is scattered though, which leads to an effective reduction in the specular transmission. In the case of the TCO/absorber, interface scattering is not problematic as any forward scattered light still reaches the absorber. The change can even be desirable, as the optical path length within the absorber increases for the scattered light [7, 34] . It is often reported, that the increase in efficiency for a rough TCO/absorber interface is caused by multiple reflections similar to the case of large scale textured front surfaces or crystalline silicon textures [35] . For low haze TCOs the structure size is much smaller than the wavelength, hence geometrical optics can not be applied [11, 36] . We suggest instead that the increase in efficiency is caused by the introduction of an effective medium layer at this interface in the same way as nano structured glass textures can reduce reflection from the front glass [15] . This idea is also supported by earlier numerical simulations [37, 38] . A rough interface will be treated as an effective medium layer using the Bruggeman approximation with fill factor 0.5. The thickness of the interfacial layer is related to the rms roughness: d AR = √ 2 rms, corresponding to a surface profile approximated by a | sin(x)| line shape. Unlike the previous case, for a rough interface we have to base our calculations on the decrease in overall reflectance, instead of the increase in transmission to the absorber. This is required as an effective medium model results in an increased absorption of the light in the interface layer, which leads to a lower effective transmission into the simulated absorber. In a real cell, the light absorbed in the interface region is still collected, as absorbing areas of the mixed medium are electrically connected to the absorber and hence still contribute to the performance of the cell. However, reliance on overall reflectance in the calculations introduces some systematic differences compared to the use of transmission into the absorber. The latter assumes that the absorber utilises all transmitted light, while the former does include the fact that for a poor absorber, such as a-Si:H, a significant amount of light is reflected from the back metallisation and leaves the absorber again through the front window. The extent of that additional loss depends on absorber thickness and can be minimised by increasing it. The gains calculated taking into consideration the overall Reflectance (∆η R ) are more realistic than those calculated by the transmission (∆η T ) for a poor absorber, but in general the former method tends to underestimate the full potential of anti-reflecting layers. For example the simulation for the ideal TA-TCO shows an expected gain of ∆η=14.5% based on transmission into the absorber, but only ∆η R =8.6% based on the reflectance of the whole stack. The difference is due to a significant amount of light not being absorbed by a 300 nm thick a-Si:H absorber used in our calculations. For a thick absorber or one with higher absorption coefficient (e.g. µc-Si, CuInS 2 or other chalcopyrites) the value of ∆η and ∆η R will be identical.
Using ∆η R we predict an increase in cell efficiency of 8.3% and 7.7% for a rms roughness of 20 and 40 nm. It is noteworthy, that this is already close to the potential gain of an ideal TA-TCO (8.6%) using the same reflectance based model. As seen in Fig. 3a there is little difference in the refractive index of the ideal TA-TCO and the effective medium dielectric function used to simulate the rough layer in the interesting energy region of 1.5-3 eV.
For low haze TCO (roughness of 20-40 nm [39] ) our calculation is meaningful as a small range roughness does not significantly change the light path through scattering. Nevertheless small scale roughness has been reported to equally increase cell efficiencies as high haze TCOs [33, 40] . In simple words, the comparisons between the results reported in literature with those obtained from our model calculation, led us to conclude that for low haze values, the grading effect is the main cause for the improvement in the cell efficiency. For a large scale roughness (rms>60 nm) our model can not be applied though. First a better simulation would require a graded index layer [15] , a model more complex than the Bruggeman approximation. Furthermore the scattering effect is important for an interface with large roughness. In this case the light path is significantly altered by scattering, thus enhancing the chance for a photon to be absorbed. For these reasons our model underestimates the gain for a large roughness.
Optimised glass/TCO interface layer
Using a similar approach of introducing additional elements in the TCO lattice, the refractive index of the TCO material can be lowered to create an index-matched material for the glass/TCO interface (GT). As this particular layer is not located in the electrically active region of the solar cell, a much wider range of materials can be discussed as non conductive oxides can be equally used. The key problem is finding an ideally index matched material with a very low absorbance.
One candidate we have chosen, is the spinel MgAl 2 O 4 as its reported refractive index at 600 nm of n ∼1.7 is well suited for the interface between glass (n ∼1.5) and the TCO materials (n ∼1.95).
Secondly, we have prepared an amorphous test material based on a modified ZnO:Al (AZO) We observe an increase in the band gap and lower refractive index with increasing aluminium content (see Fig. 4 ). For small quantities of Al (1-4%) the material is the well known conductive ZnO:Al, with the typical strong excitonic absorption peak close to the band gap. The microscopic structure of the films grown with higher aluminium concentrations (>10%) is currently not known, as no crystalline phases are found. We therefore assume the material is amorphous, with local bond geometries changing from ZnO to those of Al 2 O 3 with increasing Al content. The absolute atomic ratio of Al/Zn in the films is also not known at present time, as the actual incorporation is a complex function of known precursor concentration and unknown parameter such as precursor decomposition rates and sticking coefficients. The optical properties have been measured on several films with thickness between 300 and 500 nm. Variations between individual films and systematic errors in the determination of n from the ellipsometric measurements are indicated in Fig. 4 by error bands. Figure 5 shows the calculated increase in transmission for stacks consisting of glass/SnO 2 :F/a-Si:H as a reference and such using AlZnO x , MgAl 2 O 4 , and the ideal GT-TCO at the glass/SnO 2 :F interfae. Measured dielectric functions have been used for SnO 2 :F and AlZnO x , while database dielectric functions have been used for MgAl 2 O 4 and a-Si:H [30, 41] .
The calculation for the ideal GT-TCO is again based on a model dielectric function used for SnO 2 :F with a changed ǫ ∞ , A, Γ, E g , to maximise the transmission into the absorber. The potential increase in transmission into the absorber layer for AlZnO x with nominal Al/Zn ratio of 0.67 (see Fig. 5 inset) is comparable to the ideal GT-TCO, though the film is not conductive. This has implications for the potential cost reduction details of which are discussed in the following section. In the ideal case an increase in transmission into the absorber of 2.3% is possible. If the weighting function IQE F U is considered, this translates into an efficiency gain of 1.9%. By using the materials MgAl 2 (Al/Zn=0.67) an efficiency gain of 0.6, 1.1, and 1.7% is predicted. For these real materials the expected efficiency gain is reduced as the refractive index deviates further from the ideal matched case (see Fig. 4 ). Although the introduction of glass/TCO matching layers does increase the efficiency, the gain is less significant, as the reflective losses at that interface are smaller compared to the losses at the air/glass and TCO/absorber interfaces. The measure can still be justified if the additional cost due to the insertion of the layer is small in comparison to the cost benefit arising from the improved efficiency as discussed in the next section.
Cost structure
We have shown that the employment of internal antireflective layers can improve the efficiency of thin film solar cells. Usually the introduction of new layers complicates the production and increases material and equipment costs. We have demonstrated that the candidate materials for additional matching layers can be grown using the same technique and precursor materials as the TCO layers themselves. We can therefore expect no significant differences in equipment costs between chambers used for TCO growth and those used for AR layers. The increased material costs are hence directly related to the thickness of the grown layer. In the best case scenario of the ideal matching materials we also assume its resistivity is similar to that of conventional TCOs. In that case the original TCO thickness d TCO can be reduced by the thickness d AR of the matching layer, leaving the total thickness and costs constant. Hence the ideal matching materials are always economically beneficial.
For the non ideal material from the pool of known matching materials, an increase in the total thickness of the TCO structure is required, as the TCO layer thickness remains unchanged or is only slightly reduced to ensure the same sheet resistance of the front contact as in the reference stack.
In table 1 we compare this increase in thickness ∆d with the efficiency gain ∆η. ∆d is based on an assumed original TCO thickness of 650 nm used in all our calculations. According to the ∆d and ∆η values, the addition of an anti-reflecting layer will be more cost-efficient for thicker TCO absorber layers, as ∆d decreases. Nevertheless ∆d approximates only the increasing costs of the overall TCO layer. As only a fraction of the total solar cell cost originates from the TCO deposition, the efficiency gain ∆η needs to be compared to the change in total system costs. Based on the calculated changes in total stack thickness all the currently available candidate materials for the TCO/absorber interface would improve cost/W p if the TCO layer contributes less than 75% of the total cell costs, while for the best glass TCO absorber interface material found so far (Al 0.4 Zn 0.6 O x , Al/Zn: 0.67) the inclusion is only helpful if the TCO contributes less than 14%, based again on a 650 nm thick TCO layer. The situation at the glass/TCO interface would improve if the matching layer itself would be conductive as in this case the will be no need to increase the thickness. Doping mechanisms for the amorphous AlZnO x with high Al content are currently under investigation in our lab.
Conclusion
We have analysed the potential efficiency gain of glass/TCO and TCO/absorber intermediate layers for thin film solar cells. Quaternary oxides derived from known TCO materials can show the optical properties required for such layers. With the materials AlZnO x and SnO 2 :S, F a relative efficiency gain of ∆η=6.2% could be achieved if they were incorporated into an a-Si:H thin film solar cell. A cell with e.g η orig =9% would hence show an increased efficiency of η opt =9.6% by employing these materials. Further increases in gain could be achieved, if the materials with optimised optical constants as per our theoretical models became available. For such ideal matching materials we predict efficiency gains ∆η of up to 16%, or in absolute terms an increase of η orig =9% to η opt =10.4%.
We have furthermore demonstrated, that the reported gain of rough TCO/absorber interfaces with low haze values, can be explained by the anti-reflective properties of the rough interface acting as an effective medium with an refractive index between values of SnO 2 :F and a-Si:H. In the latter case we have neglected potential additional gains due to the change in the effective absorber thickness for the scattered light. In contrast, matching layers based on SiO and nc-Si are shown to be helpful, but by far, non-ideal matching materials.
Finally we have shown that if the cost of such ideal interface materials is comparable to those of the TCO itself, the inclusion of such layers can not only increase the total efficiency but more importantly reduce the relevant cost/W p of thin film solar cells. Although we only analysed a relatively simple single absorber cell structure, the concept can be applied to any other type of solar cells with glass/TCO or TCO/absorber interfaces.
